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Freyja Horikoshi

Freyja Horikoshi is a player character played by Wyld.

Freyja Horikoshi

Species: Nekovalkyrja
Gender: female

Age: 8 months
Height: 5ft 1in
Weight: 93lb

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Soyokaze

Preferred Plots:

YSS Soyokaze1.
n/a2.
n/a3.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'1''
Mass: 93lb
Measurements: 34A-24-33

Build and Skin Color: a pale tan skin color, with a slight build even for Nekovalkyrjains, generally rather
petite.

Eyes and Facial Features: She has deep red crimson for eyes, a small nose, and somewhat thin lips.

Ears: She has short furred ears, with small stripes of gray in the white fur.

Hair Color and Style: her preferred hair style is a short pixie cut with her white hair, that flairs our and
barely reaches her shoulders.

Distinguishing Features: her deep red eyes are her most striking feature, followed quickly by one of
them being slightly off color, with a slight golden ring around the left one, but it is unnoticeable if you
aren't looking for it or haven't noticed it previously.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: She is a bit timid and not sure she is up for being a solider, but she is willing to give it a try.
She is a bit snarky sometimes, and uses it as a coping mechanism for when things look like they start to
go bad, but after a bit she may start to break down, and be unable to complete any real orders when the
situation goes form bad to worse. She is almost unable to take most forms of teasing, reacting with
whatever she feels is appropriate for the scenario. she's probably stay a bit quieter about it if it was a
superior officer though.

Likes: most kinds of music other than techno, and singing, and enjoys the emptiness and calmness of
space.

Dislikes: people commenting on her cupsize, being truly alone, ghost stories, and most forms of teasing,
but can tolerate it. She can't stand the thought of people she knows dying before their 'time'.

Goals: figure out what her lot in life is, depending on how these first assignments go, she may decide a
military career is the way to go, but isn't sure that she wants to go around killing people, or getting killed,
but she almost certainly wants to do allot of space traveling whether its with the military or not.

History

Creator
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Freyja was made by the Ketsurui Zaibatsu.

Pre-RP

Freyja was created on Yamatai (Planet), where she underwent standard Star Army of Yamatai training
with no issues. Before being shipped out, during a basic training exercise in which she was acting as a
POW, she discovered a nack for lockpicking, stealth, and 'being Houdini incarnate'. she had requested
doing training revolving around escape, lock picking, and sleight of hand should she and her squad ever
be captured, giving them an edge. But during her training, she had been (lightly) teased about her figure
in general, and became a bit withdrawn from it, even though it was all in good fun for the others, who
didn't really mean it, she couldn't take the teasing very easily despite herself even when knowing they
meant nothing by it, which extended to ghost stories, which genuinely freaked her out when a couple of
fellow trainees found some obscure ghost stories and decided to spook the other recruits, and has
decided ever since that ghost stories were the worst thing ever. Shortly after being shipped out she was
one of the first to see the endless expanse of space, and absolutely loved it. whatever she does after
this, it will almost have to involve space travel. Even after a month of hanging out with her fellow
trainees, she still fails to remember some of their names by the end of it all. Now, ready to be shipped
out, she awaits her first assignment.

Skills

Combat

She had extensive training in hand to hand combat, proving to be a natural in most scenarios
ranging from zero gravity to heavy weight planets, and a natural with longer ranged weaponry like
snipers, however ranges in between those two prove a bit more difficult for her.

Communication

Like all soldiers in the star army, she was trained to operate a two way radio, report intelligence,
and request for medical assistance should it be necessary.

Equipment

Frejya was trained maintain a neko- service pistol, the multi species armor type 28, and to operate
a Daisy M6 Infantry Power Armor, Mindy M2 Power Armor suits, Type 30 Light Utility Trucks, and
Type 30 Surface Terrain Vehicles.

Emergency

She was also trained in the basics of being able to put out shipboard fires, and damage control in
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the area during her basic training.

Medical

The curriculum requirement at her time of basic training taught her the art of dressing wounds,
evaluating injuries, and the basics in keeping one from dying for a bit longer, along with knowing
when to call in for medical assistance.

Security

She had POW training, which was made all the more effective by her advanced training in
subterfuge after basic.

Rogue

she quickly discovered a natural talent for sleight of hand, general stealth, and generally being a
natural Houdini. This led to her requesting advance training in these fields for a few months before
being shipped out to her first assignment. Quickly proving to be a fast learner, this advanced
training led to her being able to move in trafficked areas unnoticed, able to steal most items off of
one's person, and advanced lock picking, extending to her ability to fool electronic and magnetic
locks through a variety of tricks.

Inventory

Freyja Horikoshi has the following items:Star Army Standard Issue Items
One Spanish Guitar
One beginners guide to playing a guitar
one dark blue skirt
one light blue sleeveless shirt
a pair of sandals
Vials, two of them.
a new attitude

Finances

Freyja Horikoshi is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2700 KS 300 Adventure expenses
1140 KS 1560 two vial's purchased
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